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Major social and political events occurring in adolescence and young adulthood
can create politicized identities in particular age cohorts, but within a generation,
the experiences and results may differ as a function of different social identities
based on (for example) race and gender. We explore the recollections in middle
age of experiences in adolescence and young adulthood of four 1968 high school
graduates, one from each intersection of race (African American and White) and
gender. Most were strongly affected by the civil rights and women’s movements,
and the Vietnam War—but in ways that reflected both commonalities and distinc-
tive features. The results support existing theories of generational identity and
intersectionality, while at the same time suggesting more fine-grained questions
for future research.

Baby boomers came of age during a period of intense political conflict in the
United States—conflict about race and civil rights, gender and women’s rights,
and the war in Vietnam (Stewart & Torges, 2006). While only a small proportion
of people become intensely interested in politics in any generation, belonging to
a generation that witnesses significant social change has been associated with a
greater tendency to feel politicized, i.e., that social and political events have per-
sonal significance (Stewart & Healy, 1989). Considerable research has examined
the sources of politicization of activists who came of age in the baby boom (Cole,
Zucker & Ostrove, 1998; Franz & McClelland, 1994). Our interest is different.
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We are interested in how ordinary members of this generation—people who were
not activists—experienced the sociohistorical events that coincided with their late
adolescence/early adulthood. This period, coinciding with identity formation, has
been identified as a formative one for developing a sense of political generation,
in cohorts that experience significant social change (Sears & Levy, 2003).

Sociologist Karl Mannheim (1927/1952) noted that generations are not uni-
form; subgroups within the same generation (“generation units”) react to particular
social changes differently. For example, the Vietnam war may have affected those
who fought in it very differently than it affected those who protested it. We can
expand Mannheim’s notion of intragenerational differences by adding the no-
tions of intersectionality and standpoints (Case, Iuzzini, & Hopkins, 2012; Cole,
2009; Shields, 2008). Feminist theorists of color and critical race theorists have
argued that when different axes of power that are associated with social group
identities such as race and gender intersect, each group has a different standpoint
from which to observe and interpret social events (Collins, 1991; Harding, 1991;
Stewart, 2003). Thus the 1960s challenges to conventional authority were un-
comfortable or threatening to some White men, whose standpoint reflected both
race- and gender-linked privilege (Pratto & Stewart, 2012). In contrast, White
women’s standpoint—race-linked privilege but gender-linked disadvantage—was
more complicated, sometimes generating rejection of sexism, while being vul-
nerable to racism but also capable of recognizing some parallel experiences of
African Americans (Case, 2012; Montgomery & Stewart, 2012). African Ameri-
can men, whose standpoint was also complicated—race-linked disadvantage but
gender-linked privilege—had the potential both to reject racism, while being vul-
nerable to sexism, but also the capability of recognizing some parallel experiences
of women and other subordinate groups (Dottolo & Stewart, 2008). Finally, the
standpoint of African American women involved both gender- and race-linked
disadvantage (Purdie-Vaughns & Eibach, 2008). Many have argued that these sep-
arate intersections are qualitatively distinct and cannot adequately be understood
in additive terms (Cole, 2009; Deaux & Stewart, 2001); thus, African American
women have a unique perspective on social events, which is not simply the sum
of White women’s experience of gender and African American men’s experience
of race.

In this article, we examine the recalled impact of social-historical events
associated with the 1960s in a small sample of European American and African
American men and women who graduated in 1968 from a large, racially integrated
public high school in Oak Valley, a large city in the American Midwest. In order
to articulate the specific intersectional meaning of those experiences, we chose
the memories of four people to examine in detail. Our goal is to use case studies
to illuminate how developmental stage, generation and social identities defined by
the intersections of race and gender combine with particular kinds of exposure to
sociohistorical events to create politicized meanings.
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We focus on the graduates’ exposure to three major events associated with the
late 1960s and early 1970s: the civil rights movement, the Vietnam War, and the
women’s movement. For any generation, the significance of events experienced
at early stages in the life course can only be assessed in retrospect. By examining
people’s retrospective accounts of sociohistorical events, we suggest how those
events did (or did not) acquire ongoing personal significance.

Method

The 37 participants in this study were drawn from four groups defined by
the intersections of race and gender: African American men (n = 8) and women
(n = 7), and White men (n = 9) and women (n = 13). When they were in their
early fifties they were interviewed about their recollections of important social and
historical events and their subsequent importance in their lives (see Stewart, 2003,
for details of the data collection). Specifically they were asked: “Looking back
over your life, are there social events or movements that stand out as having been
particularly important to you?” Interviewers were advised to probe for events that
took place “When you were a kid (e.g., the Korean War, McCarthy, Eisenhower’s
Presidency, the Civil Rights movement, Kennedy’s Presidency)” and “When you
were a young adult (e.g., women’s movement, Vietnam War, any later events).”
Participants also described more broadly their childhood, family, and high school
experiences, as well as their current activities.

We formally coded the 35 interviews that contained accounts of social and
historical events in terms of their topic (e.g., civil rights movement, Vietnam
war, etc.), and their autobiographical consequentiality (see Mackavey, Stewart, &
Malley, 1991), defined as having had a great impact not merely at the time but
over the rest of their lives, shaping values, political beliefs, activities, or the kind
of person they had become.

Three authors (AJS, DGW, DHK) coded all interviews for events referenced
and autobiographical consequentiality. Inter-rater agreement, calculated conser-
vatively as percent agreement on the presence of a category (recommended by
Smith, 1992, p. 529), averaged above .85; all disagreements were resolved by
discussion.

Results

A brief analysis of the responses from all participants serves as a context for
the case studies. Interviewees discussed an average of three events: by far the most
frequent were those associated with the civil rights movement (over 85%) and the
Vietnam War (about 75%). References to President Kennedy or his brother Robert
were also frequent (about 69%). Finally, the women’s movement was discussed
by only 33%, but in 67% of interviews with White women.
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Fully half of the interviews described at least one event as autobiographically
consequential and politicizing—most frequently Civil Rights Movement events
and the Vietnam War, in both cases more often by African Americans. Some
White women described the women’s movement as having been consequential.
All three events were extended in time, controversial in U.S. society, and involved
passionately held convictions. Although the four gender-race groups did not differ
in number of political and social events or movements recalled, White men were far
less likely to describe events as personally consequential. Only 11% of White men
(one man) mentioned any consequential event, compared to 54% of the combined
other three groups (6 of 12 White women, 4 out of 7 each of African American
men and women). Focusing particularly on the events described as consequential,
we selected four interviews—one from each intersection of race and gender—that
provided clear and typical accounts of how personal political meaning may or may
not develop “on the ground” and over time.

The Four Cases

Martin: African American Man

At the time of the interview, Martin was a politically aware African American
male who had lived in Oak Valley all his life. His father was raised in the South in
a family that was highly educated and affluent; his mother, in contrast, was born
into a poor, rural Southern family. Martin continued the tradition of his father’s
side of the family: highly educated, successful in his chosen career, and financially
well off. The 1960s in general, but the Black Power Movement in particular, had a
significant impact on Martin’s political identity and attitudes regarding intergroup
relations for the rest of his life. About African American experience in the 1960s,
he stated that the events of the civil rights movement were central in creating a sense
of pride and inspiring his generation. His experience with the movement deepened
the pride that his parents and extended family instilled in him. Throughout his
interview the concept of pride was a consistent theme: he used the term 15 times,
in a variety of contexts (e.g., pride in his current job status, pride that his father’s
family included some of the first African Americans in the South to receive college
degrees, and the need to instill pride in his children).

Martin’s parents instilled his desire to be known and to have an impact in
the world, but his friends and people he encountered outside the home—in high
school and college—led him to his political awakening. According to Martin, he
and his parents rarely discussed political events and he didn’t think they knew
about the political activities in which he and his friends participated.

When discussing his own exposure to the civil rights movement of the 1960s,
Martin differentiated between the nonviolent wing of the movement epitomized
by Martin Luther King, the proviolence wing (e.g., the Black Panther Party), and
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Black Power as exemplified by Black Muslims. This latter wing of the movement
became central to his development:

There was an identity thing—pride. Then you had the Black Muslims. That was a huge
movement . . . you would drive anywhere in the Black community and see these guys on
the corners selling papers with suits on and bow ties . . . . We had a mosque . . . . I used to go
in there with some of our friends–we’d sit for hours, just listening . . . . Those times were
amazing times—the reaction of people and the pride thing, from a national perspective, a
lot of things changed.

He later added, “the thing I learned about the Muslim movement was the impor-
tance of owning your own business. They stressed nice things. Feeling good about
yourself.”

Martin also attributed his desire and tendency to critique the status quo and
challenge authority figures to what he learned from the Black Power Movement.
He described how he and his friends used what they had learned outside of the
established educational system to challenge authority figures inside the system.
“We used this . . . too for our advantage . . . . Doctor X, he told us we had to learn
the cities of Africa. You can imagine, how many cities [there are] in Africa. So
we told him . . . ‘How is this relevant to us as Black people in America?’”

Martin went on to discuss the sense of power and collective solidarity that
he and his fellow students experienced and how this power was nourished by
elements outside of the traditional educational system, people in the Black Power
Movement, “who would prep us: ‘Ask this question.’” Martin pointed to the lasting
impact of Black Power in his life, reporting “I taught my two children . . . never
to feel inferior . . . the Black Power Movement was all about pride.”

Another significant event that Martin remembered was the assassination of
Martin Luther King. Martin had vivid memories of the fights that broke out in the
days after the assassination. He said that the principal asked him and other senior
students to assist in quelling the unrest in the school afterward.

Overall, Martin described the period of the 1960s as a critical juncture in his
life, the lives of African Americans, and of Americans in general. “I’m just . . .
there’s been no time like the sixties. And it’s the history of this country . . . the
sixties were amazing times, they really were.”

One of the ways that Martin’s political consciousness shaped his adult life
is that his personal recognition of racism and its effects generated a broader
understanding of how other marginalized groups are similarly vulnerable. For
example, in discussing his attitude toward homosexuality, he argued that if people
had been discriminated against because of their race they could not in good
conscience discriminate against others. Thus, while he was not gay himself, in his
view, “if that’s their lifestyle and that’s what they are, then that’s their business.”
He felt that women have also been treated unfairly. “How can I be appalled and
bothered by racial discrimination and I’m going to discriminate myself? And not
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only that, but women, you know, how women have been mistreated. The job
market and athletics. So, you know, I fight really hard to treat people fairly.”

Monica: African American Woman

Early in the interview Monica expressed her pride in having become a college
teacher, but she was equally proud of her community outreach efforts on behalf
of AIDS. She also commented about changes in Oak Valley since she was in
high school, noting that although it “has come a long way, there’s still things that
are not good that I see happening, such as racial profiling.” She pointed out a
myriad of race-related community issues: the need for more Black representation
on school boards, city government, the police, and as teachers in the schools, and
the need for more community services. More than many interviewees, Monica
seemed “plugged in” to the political life of the city and the needs of the Black
community.

Monica described her parents as having moved North from the deep South
shortly after her birth, to provide their children with an environment they hoped
would be both safer and filled with more opportunities. She explained that “our
parents knew that we would need an education in order to be successful,” though
they themselves had little formal education and did hard physical work. Monica
recalled family dinners as “wonderful,” with good food and conversation. She
outlined a particularly vivid and specific “flashbulb” memory of a family dinner:

I remember us talking. One thing that comes to mind, like 1968, coming home and hearing
about Martin Luther King being murdered. My mom and dad were so upset . . . and I
remember my mom especially crying. And it was like we talked about this over dinner.
And they were saying, we’re getting ready to have turbulent times. They kept saying, “this
is going to be a mess.” And they kept saying that. “Just be careful wherever you go because
this could cause a big mess.”

Indeed, the King assassination was followed by turbulent times, as her parents
predicted; Monica reacted to this big change in her world by becoming intensely
vigilant:

I didn’t grow up in situations where you saw people fighting and looting. I kept thinking,
could they come here and loot our home and could there be fires at our store right up the
street? And I was very, very conscious about listening to the news. I just wanted to keep
updated on what was happening, or what’s going to happen next.

Monica described this period as “a very awakening time,” a time when she
recognized her prior sense of safety as temporary, and felt the importance of
trying to understand the confusing ongoing events. She was baffled both by the
destructive actions of people inside their own communities, and also by the rise
of anti-civil-rights activism by George Wallace and others. As she put it, “It
really made you more concerned about political issues.” Monica described the
King assassination as defining a turning point in her life; his death “saddened my
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heart,” but it also made her a lifelong follower of politics. She linked the aftermath
of King’s murder to the community response to the Rodney King beating over
two decades later, as well as to contemporary terrorism. In the language of the
current political environment, she pointed out that, “As much as we talk about
diversity, it’s not happening. There’s still tension, there’s still turmoil between
nations, between races, between people.”

When asked about other events, Monica quickly mentioned her parents’ reac-
tion to “the death of Kennedy. I know my parents–they considered Kennedy one
of the good men. . . . They pretty much felt that his beliefs were for the betterment
of the minority race.” But it was the killing of Martin Luther King that was a
profound catalyst for Monica’s politicization. Part of the reason may lie in the
combination of her parents’ successful creation of a “safety zone” for her and her
family, their pattern of talking about social and political issues with their children,
and their focus at the time of his death on the coming “turbulence.” In addition,
however, Monica outlined in detail her parents’ equally successful creation of
both a positive racial identity in her, and an understanding that race relations in
the United States probably would not always result in fair treatment for her. She
described their teaching this way:

They told us that there probably would be times in our lives that we may come across some
inconsistencies in our lives and that things will probably be unfair. And it could be Whites
against Blacks. Because that is just the way that it is. It’s been that way since we were born,
and that you will probably see that in your lifetime as well. And they always told us not to
hate.

This complex message, coupling racial pride and religious values with an under-
standing of the prospect and reality of discrimination, included advice about how
to cope with unfairness when it happened. Her parents advised their children “first
go to pray”—advice that Monica continues to take. “After that, then if you really
feel that you have been discriminated upon, they said, then you do something in
your power to try to change it. And they said, always connect yourself with people
that you know that will be a help to you.”

Monica took her parents’ complex perspective to heart and it empowers
her still—both to bear the racism she witnesses and experiences, and to remain
politically conscious and active, deeply engaged in the Black community in her
city, and to remain open to the possibilities in other people.

Rita: White Woman

At the time of her interview, Rita was working within the justice system
and sitting on the board of a community branch of an international philanthropic
organization. She is a politically and socially aware White woman whose career
life has been embedded in the community of Oak Valley. Her conversation slipped
easily between personal matters and sociopolitical issues; politics were woven into
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the way she thought about her life. The initial forces in Rita’s political socialization
were her parents. Rita did not “go through a period of rebellion” because her parents
paved the way for politicized thinking and activity and encouraged their children
to learn and think independently. Her parents supported the civil rights movement,
were involved in organizing the Freedom Rides, and actively protested against the
Vietnam war. Her mother, in particular, “was always a very self-educated woman.
At that time she was the only person in Oak Valley who knew anything about
Vietnam. So by the time the protests came in the late 1960s and early 1970s, my
parents were heading up the march.”

Besides modeling political involvement, Rita’s parents exposed their children
to cultural and social diversity. For example, they created an environment that was
welcoming and comfortable for foreign visitors as well as their children’s friends.
Adults mingled upstairs and the kids were downstairs. “They pulled out a pool
table and a ping pong table, and about twenty ashtrays, and that was where all
of us hung out.” The whole family was exposed to varying perspectives and Rita
enjoyed being at home because it “was where things were hopping.” Her parents
were also explicit about valuing diversity. Rather than simply spouting platitudes
or talking about the importance of tolerance, they found connections with people
who had different backgrounds and experiences to be personally valuable and
intellectually stimulating. They urged their children to pursue such connections
for the same reasons. “My mother encouraged us to enter into interracial dating
when I was in high school. She thought that it would be interesting.”

While Rita’s parents communicated values and created norms that encouraged
an interest in “otherness,” they didn’t challenge the local religious norms of
Christianity and church attendance. The church was also a site in which Rita
experienced diversity. “I was in the choir and we did a lot of traveling around.
That was another area where we came to mix. We would go to Black churches on
Sundays, so I got a good feel for the rhythm of the Black church services.” While
church attendance was crucial, it was the lessons to be learned from teachings of
Jesus that mattered most to her parents. “We studied the life of Jesus and what
he said. He said we were supposed to love each other . . . give your coat to the
stranger . . . . My parents expected us to do that stuff. And they tried to do it too.”
The message about loving others endured throughout Rita’s life. She said about
her work with clients, “I think the basics of the religion sunk in, because I try . . . to
remember that I’m supposed to love everybody and not just the lovable.”

Rita further developed her political awareness in high school. Just as her
parents encouraged, she interacted with kids who were different from her. She
noted that “The Black students at that time were listening to Stokely Carmichael
and H. Rap Brown. They were reading a lot, they were learning a lot, and they
taught us, and we were anxious to learn.” The contact she had with African
American students at Midwest High provided opportunities for real discussion
about the role of race in the American experience. Rita took an analytical approach
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and, though interested in and sympathetic to the views of her African American
peers, her own developing awareness sometimes bumped up against the race-
based critique of other students. “They’d say, ‘Well, I’ll never get a chance at
such and such.’ Well, you know what? Neither will I. You think I’m going to be
President of the United States? I don’t think so.” All of this was made possible, or
at least easier, because of her African American peers’ willingness to engage in
real dialogue. Rita remembers “seeing each other, talking to each other, listening
to each other.” Her experiences led to analyses and views that were grounded in
a sense of pragmatic realism and critical questioning rather than adherence to a
“party line.” She recognized the complexity of social and political issues and, like
her parents, sometimes expressed ambivalence about them.

The Vietnam War and social movements of the late 1960s significantly af-
fected Rita’s thinking. The way the war was fought conflicted with her previous
views of the United States as a country based on Christian morality, prompting
a recognition that the United States had never been as good as she and other
Americans had thought. Her reaction to the war, its supporters, the military and
government “became a sense of rage that we were doing that to these people, and
we couldn’t make them stop . . . we were angry that not only were they doing
it, but that they didn’t care.” As a result of the war “we began to question a lot
of things that we had been told. And then every little rock got turned over to see
what nasty little bug was lying underneath.” Her questioning of United States
policy extended to the Reagan era and the Iraq war. The women’s movement was
something Rita learned about on her own. She first noticed articles in magazines
and then, much like her mother, educated herself by reading books. This “affected
me profoundly” and had an impact on the politics of her personal life.

Rita conveyed that politicization during her teenage years and beyond was a
routine part of growing up in a family that “did politics” on a daily basis. The family
would listen to the radio and “then we would debate, and there was constantly
debate about religion, about politics, about philosophy. And if you couldn’t hold
up your end, you’d be trounced. My mother would trounce us. Until we could
learn to defend ourselves. And sometimes it was friendly discussion . . . . But it
was always challenging.”

Matt: White Man

Matt grew up in a relatively affluent and homogeneously White part of the
Midwest High School district. His parents stressed having a “good work ethic,
integrity, and stuff like that,” but did not encourage an interest in the larger political
or social world. Asked about family conversations at dinner, Matt replied that “I
don’t think we ever talked about world politics, but it was pretty much what
happened at work or at school . . . stuff like that.” After dinner “My dad would
like to sit in his chair and read the paper and listen to the ball game or watch TV,”
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whereas “my mom was more attached to the church; that was her main thing, I
think.”

Matt recalled being “shy” in high school: “I probably could have had a lot
more fun as friendships,” and “I didn’t view dating as a fun thing.” A few years
after graduation from Midwest, he married a woman from Oak Valley, and after
his military service, they returned to Oak Valley, where he has recreated a family-
oriented home life. “We thought the parents would want to see the grandkids . . .
so we just kind of stuck here.” “We don’t have any plans to move.”

Asked to recall events or social movements important to him when growing up,
Matt’s first response was that “the biggest thing was when [President] Kennedy was
shot, because everyone remembers where they were then,” but he did not mention
any impact on him. Only after prompting did he mention Vietnam: “Funny that
I couldn’t remember that on my own!” However, he then elaborated its effect
exclusively in personal terms:

That was probably one of the biggest things that affected . . . my life. Because I think I had
decided that I was going to get drafted and I was going to Vietnam and I wasn’t coming
back. So, there were times when I wouldn’t even go out and buy a new [record] album
because I thought, “Well, I’m not going to need it,” you know? So, yeah, and I think that
had [an] effect on when I was in college, how I did there and how everything . . . .

Because he had a low draft lottery number, Matt dropped out of college and
enlisted rather than waiting to be drafted. Perhaps as a result, he was based in the
United States and did not go to Vietnam. He barely mentioned knowing anyone
who fought or died in the war. His first job after moving back to Oak Valley drew
on skills learned in the military. After he “got burned out” in that job, he was
able to adapt his skills and turn “my hobby into a business” that is “advertised all
over the place.” He identifies his military experience as having changed him as
a person: “I was an only child so I was still kind of meek, but once you get out
and go, joining the military, that pretty much helped me mature. I was just a little
immature, so I am [now] more mature.”

It seems clear that Matt views the Vietnam War as significant because he iden-
tifies it with major changes in his educational, family, and career paths, as well as a
major transformation of his personality. For all its personal significance, however,
Vietnam did not have any politicizing effect on Matt. He did not mention any
political beliefs, choices, or insights about the wider world affected by Vietnam.
For him, the controversy about the war was something observed at a distance: “It
was just there . . . . Once you got into college, then it was more prevalent because
everyone was protesting, and so you knew a lot more about it.”

After military service, Matt recreated the family enclave in Oak Valley—
where politics and world affairs were not discussed—that he experienced growing
up. In late middle age, as for his parents a generation earlier, “the most important
things are probably my business, probably my wife and the relationship there, and
helping out the kids” as they establish their adult lives.
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Asked about his memory of the Civil Rights movement, he replied that “yeah,
I kind of remember stuff about [it].” “I saw that it was necessary, but it didn’t seem
to have a big effect on me . . . . They had good ideas.” He did recall an episode
of community violence in Oak Valley in the late 1960s, but vaguely and without
any suggestion of a long-term impact on him: “I think they just tore up some stuff
down on [Main Avenue]. I don’t know exactly. I can’t remember real clearly.” His
memories of the deaths of Martin Luther King and Robert Kennedy are similarly
vague: “I am sure it did [have an impact on] a lot of people, but I can’t remember
what the impact was.” Matt did value the “racial experience” of Midwest High and
believed the increased ethnic diversity of Oak Valley “makes it better.” Still, in his
neighborhood growing up “there were no Black people,” and in high school he
“didn’t really have any real Black friends that I could hang out with after school”;
and at the time of the interview he lived in a suburb where the high school “only
had like one or two Black kids there, so [his children] didn’t have a clue what it
was like to have a different ethnic thing.”

For many reasons—personal temperament, home and family climate, and
enough economic privilege to ensure a comfortable life—Matt grew up largely
shielded from most of the major social issues of the 1960s. The civil rights
movement was observed from a distance. Vietnam did break through that shield,
but its significance was confined to his personal life: he did not see combat,
and he barely mentioned casualties, controversy, demonstrations, and the antiwar
movement—features shared by other White males of his cohort.

Discussion

We examined four accounts of individuals’ experience of social events in their
adolescence during the 1960s in order to illuminate how people who identified
with different intersections of race and gender attached personal meaning to cer-
tain social events—creating “politicization” in some cases but not in others. We
conclude that each case is consistent with some current theoretical understandings,
but we also see important future directions for research.

Of course our case studies are drawn from a small sample of White and
African American adults of a single generation in one Midwestern community.
Moreover, most individuals in this sample were never political activists, though
political events did influence them. Without further research, we cannot assume
these results generalize to other generations, ethnic groups, communities or regions
of the country, or political activists.

Three of the individuals we considered (Martin, Monica, and Rita) felt they
were affected by the social events of the 1960s in powerful ways predicted by
theories of political socialization. All three reacted with a consciousness of their
social location (intersectionality), specifically how their subordinate social iden-
tities were implicated in these events. In contrast, Matt reported being rather
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removed from the same events, not finding them particularly influential or person-
ally meaningful. He did recognize that the Vietnam War had changed his choices
and opportunities, but he did not react to it with any political analysis or position.
In short, these events did not generate “politicization,” perhaps in part because of
his privileged position in terms of both race and gender.

There are links between the two men and the two women that suggest some
commonalities associated with gender. Both men were not particularly tied to
family life in their youth, and both were permitted to pursue activities in the public
sphere, activities that reflected some aspects of male privilege to operate freely in
public space. In contrast, the women reported warm and loving family ties, and
being kept closer to home. This pattern of stronger intergenerational ties, weaker
peer experiences, and fewer opportunities for “adventure” is often identified with
female subordination.

Race is an equally visible vector in these accounts. Both African Americans
outline early exposure to discrimination and knowledge of the subordination of
African Americans. In contrast, both Whites described privileged family lives
unmarked by fear, anxiety or anger. It is easy to see how privilege can both
insulate people from the impact of events and make it difficult for them to engage
in the political arena—all the more reason to understand in detail the factors that
lead some “privileged” people to engage with social justice issues.

Finally, we can see how each individual’s specific social location at the
intersection of race and gender is reflected in their experience. Being a White
male in this generation enabled Matt to ignore many of the social events that
so powerfully shaped and defined the other three. While some White men were
politicized in the 1960s (Gitlin, 1987; McAdam, 1988), we believe it is important
to understand better, in the absence of major social movements, how to increase
the number of White men concerned about inequalities that do not affect them
directly.

Being a White female in this generation enabled Rita both to develop a
consciousness of her own subordination, and to develop a sense of alliance with
the struggles of other groups (Greenwood, 2008). Similarly, being an African
American male allowed Martin to seek some of the privilege associated with
masculinity (affluence, respect, and pride), while also seeking to change racial
(and other) inequalities (see Hunter & Rollins, 2015, for very similar themes
among the Tuskegee Airmen). While we have considerable research on poor
African American men (e.g., Young, 2006), we need to know more about the
work of affluent African American men like Martin who seek to improve their
communities.

Being an African American female allowed Monica to identify with the
struggles of all subordinate groups, and to seek common ground even with
those who had some degree of privilege. Cole (2008) has argued that the ca-
pacity for coalition-building is strongest among those, like Monica, with multiple
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subordinate identities. At the same time, Purdie-Vaughns and Eibach (2008) have
argued that multiple subordinate identities can lead to “intersectional invisibility,”
because social categories are perceived most strongly in terms of dominant groups.
Those who are members only of subordinate groups get “lost” in social percep-
tion. These two arguments together suggest that those with the greatest talent for
coalition-building are least likely to be recognized and valued in social and po-
litical life. Among our four participants, Monica has the most lively engagement
with her community, and is the most involved with addressing persisting structural
inequalities. As a result, we suspect that intersectional invisibility is a risk worth
learning how to avoid.

In line with previous research, our results suggest that engaging young people
in discussions of social inequalities may have long-term beneficial effects on their
attitudes and beliefs. While these case studies indicate there is no single path to
politicization, exposure to events in the public sphere does sometimes—especially
if coupled with family or peer discussion–encourage young people’s awareness of
social and political issues, and lifelong attention to them. At the same time, these
case studies also remind us that without a variety of cognitive and social supports,
a sense of personal relevance of social and political life may never develop. It
is therefore critical to articulate how different groups are implicated by social
movements and social events, if we are to foster a sense of alliance among those
not directly affected (see Greenwood, 2015).
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